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About This Game

Play as familiar characters as you take on a dystopian world occupied by NPCs masquerading as real living humans in a 3D First
Person Shooter. You have been dropped into NPC Square, a walled off quarantine zone. You can also fight the horde in the new

NPC HQ map. This is a humorous, satirical game where you fight endless hordes of "NPCs" hell bent on destroying the
eccentric and unique playable characters. You observe the programming of unaware NPCs by the NPC New Organization and

attempt to destroy as many bots as you can to help free the world. Said saviors of the world include: The Bad Orange Man,
Wojak/Feel Guy, Chad, Virgin, The Doomer, a 30 yr old Boomer, a Brainlet, and a Zoomer.
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absolutely amazing.. it ♥♥♥♥in sucks. A fun game for all sides of the political spectrum!

10/10 - KGB

10/10 - SS. It's so realistic that it feels like I'm really there.. Quality triple AAA game, really funny videos and the lines are great
too. Try the chad character he's hot.. honestly a great game. what it lacks in gameplay, it makes up for with laughs.
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OK so I have 16 mins of this game and I didn't even get to play it I'm not saying the game ran on it own I'm saying is that all the
problems that I have with it and all the problems I have with it was it just won't start fist I got my old computer to play this game
first after 5 mins I was done installing I pressed play ans it said It need ur4 to start I was like ok and let it do it thing then it said
it cant install ur4 then I got on my new computer installed it now it giveing me a new problem fist off your game sound not need
you to install stuff like this it should just run without add thing I wan't to play this game and injoy it but because I have to have
100 thing installed in my computer I can't I wan't to play and like this game but l can't so if the developer of this game is reading
this have the game run on it own and don't have your buyer have to add 100 thing on there own so they can play a game that they
should already be installed that it I might refuned it later but I hope the maker of this game is able to make this game run with
out the buyer doing what should already be installed in the game software or files.. If you wana mindlessly kill some npcs with
some pretty hilarous voice lines, then this is the game for you. NPCs is a highly narrative driven game with indepth and complex
looks into both the abstract and wordly woes that plague modern society. If you enjoy social commentary and epic shooters then
you will love NPCs.. AMAZING game. funny as ♥♥♥♥ and very short. worth the price. should make a pepe simulator next.
beatiful creation. A very good FPS. The various character selection is great. The Chad however is too weak, he should be buffed
to his realistic power. One criticism I have of the game however is that there should be a high score system that counts the
highest kills you've gotten on a specific character.

Remember kids, Orange Man bad.

10\/10.
• ᠌ ᠌ •
⎳
᠌ ▬ Cheeto Hitler!. very fun game worth every penny
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